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Vir, Steed. The. committee will be in order.

The committee is in s.,,ssion now for -46--h.ct- consideration

of the budget request of tg) Office of Telecommunications

Policy,

We are pleased to have the Director, Yr. Clay T.

Whitehead, and his associates with us,

1-L-/IircdOChci 6+ W;hieSSCS

Mr. Director, if you would like to identify your

col) .1)o-11‘1,5; rn1.1 rnea •-• 
•-•••••••1• 1

- , • •  • • •-.• 1 I
- uu

do so and to have a biographical sketch for those of you

who are new here for the record, We welcome you to the

committee and would be pleased to have whatever statement

you want to make to us.

rr, Whitehead, Thank you very much, r. Chairman.

First of all,Iwould like to introduce Dr. George Yansurj

on my right, the Deputy Director of the office.

1 have behind me r. Antonin Scalia, the Genera!
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Counsel of the office; .r. Wilfrid Dean, Assistant
 -

Director for Frequency Management; Mr, Walter Hinchma
n,

Assistant Director of the Office, and Mr. Charles Joyce
,

also an Assistant Director of the office.

We have biographical sketch-es bn myself and the

Deputy Director, which I will submit for the record.

We also have copies of my prepared statement, with

c::hibits, which I have with me and will submit16., for

the record.

Mr. Steed. Very well.

(Documents follow:)
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Mr. Steed. That Includes the exhibits attac
hed

thereto.

Mr. Whitehead. I thou7.ht if it would be conve
nient,

and A vo
u wish, rather than read throuFh 

this statement,

-

I will talk to the general content Of
 it in an informal

way if that would be more helpful. .

Mr. Steed. Just at the outset, if it 
is helpful

"^" Af lorN111,1 1-)r to s, to outline the

occ
,cept of the C„,c41-1r..-1-s-s its activities, its missio

n,

A

what you have been doin7, what you 
presently are 'involved

in, what you see in the immediate future.

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir, T will do that.

Since we are so new, that is basical
ly what I had

endeavored to do in this prenared st
atement.

In very broad tr'rr., ft is our responsility to

ovt2.7.. " •
,
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communications policy. That breaks down into three

broad areas.

First of all, the Director of the office is the

President's principal advisor on telecommunications
. This

includes working with the other elements of the 
Executive

Office, working within the White Rouse staff stru
cture to

make sure that any matters pertaining to telecom
munications

are effectively covered from the staff standpoint.

Secondly, the office permits the Executive Branc
h

of—the government to be a more effective partn
er with

the public, with the Congress, and with the FCC 
in dealing

with matters of broad national communications 
policy.

Finally, the office formulates new policies an
d co-

ordinates the management and operation of all 
federal

electronic communications.

I thought I might start by laying out some
 of the
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history of the office, how it came about, then get into

a summary of some of the snecific areas we are into.

One of the first things I would like to point out

is that communications has been growing at quite a

rapid rate over the last 20 years. In fact, over the

last 20 years it. has grown well over 500 percent. That

is shown in the first chart that you have at the end of

NV prepareri n_feT,,nt.

You see that the growth rates in communications have

been more extensive than any other major segment of industry.

That 500 percent or more works out to an annual rate of

nine percent growth a$ compared with six and a halffercent

annual growth for the average of all industries.

That average rate of growth has continued about

the same in recent years. Poever, electronic corunc-
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percent. Not only is it growing fas
ter than most other

industries in the United Sta
tes, hut that rate of growt

h

is picking up.

Communications is an industry t
hat is requiring an

increasingly large proportion of_o
ur new capital invest-

ment. ,T-a4--i-s—s4-te=rft--e the second chart, ii44:th s
hows

how the new cqltal investment i
n plant and equipment

stacks up for communications compar
ed to other major

industries.

---- Mr. Steed. Perhaps at this point it 
would help

if you out in more detail,what you
 mean by the word

0

communications", just to give the 
total electronic

picture of what we are talking? abo
ut.

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir.

The word "telecommunications" 
is really another wa

y

of saying, electronic cor
munications. This includes all

manner of .electronic com
munications. It ranges fro:'
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simple services thatwe use and think about
 every day,

such as telephone and telegraph, .a444-radio A

television broadcastinfr,, to other more specialized

itkc-/
servicesA [me of the military uses of communications,

.for Instance, data communications, computers talking to

other computers over wires)ek,

-re le (Co? 11 it; -ken (.4(minvil7

isiL71sed to include electronic naviga-

tion devices, systems, radar, and so forth. That is a

very broad and very short answer.

Id
,- Mr. Steed. Wouki it also include all those facili-

ties that are utilized in air. traffic control?

doe 5

Mr, Whitehead. Yes, sir. However, it not

include the comouters, ner se. It Asto-4-3-4 includes all the

devices around the computers, how they talk with one

another and how neople use them.

It is also important to realize, I think, that

communications in a sense has sneaked un on us in terms
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. of its social importance.

The numbers I have been talking abou
t suggest its

size and importance in our economy, bu
t communications

has grown from something that not too 
long ago we just

.thought of as a technology, to something
 that we begin

to think of in terms of services, and 
only began to

think of it in terms of what impact it has 
on us as a

psrpe

a lot of discussion these days about 1.4
4at

1-6-.:the effect on the younger generation of

-4444* exposure to television throughout their 
formative

years. The answer to these auestions are highly 
uncer-

tain and in many cases speculative, but 
there is very

little disagreement that the effect has 
been profound

and strong.

Also, as T. have suggested from some of these 
figures

and what I have j ust said, c
ommunications is a force that
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changing very rapidly.' This is brought about by the

very rapid rate of technical change! and also the rapid

rate at which we have integrated various kinds of communi-

cations into our economy and into our society. As a

, result
-neW

• a series of I-4 ,44--e.4444 1 m-
A

ad
portant policy issues

,A 
questions t4?a,..16 have to

dealt with. They have to be dealt with in a fairly

r=pt way because the ratc at which they are Popping no

is very great.

4'..e--s144e44.4we have tried to show how the various com-
=;-_

munications developments have been coming into practical

application in the country on chart

-ilus
No. 3e in le,Lh4.- we have taken some of the most important

developments in electronic communications and shown

tev!ch
t2E-4---:.-2,ao4w1-,:,_;-(7.i.,,thev,cm into-

A 
,n' I

prac-
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was first invented, but rather when
 the technology re-

sulted in some practical service or ot
her application

for the public.

As you can see, a large percentage of 
these develop-

ments have been crowded into the-years just 
since the

war, basically. As we look at the directions the tech-

nology has taken, we do not see any sign that 
this rate

is going to slow down. Rather, the practical side of

this seems to be growing even faster.

Ohl

------- The costs are coming downA the technologi
cal inno-

vations are coming along even faster.

fh 5
Ke-w- all of t-e-e-e--4-1-1.--z--Itetve

11(1
ftbra-v.e been recognized for some time. Z14-e--p.e-e-e-gen---ftf

A

• Presidents Truman and

411;5 (Luck-I-0in rate 
o-1.- an]

Eisenhower conducted studies about. the nee
d for 1r:1r:roved

if
executive organization to deal with
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even Lee4t! then,

President Kennedy ordered a limited reorgvnization

of the Executive Branch of gov
ernment to deal with some

of these problems.

President Johnson established:a 
large Presidential

task force to study this whole ra
nge of questions and

to make recommendations.

One of the recommendations of t
hat task force was

that an office be establishe
d within the Executive

Branch of the government to do 
basically what the OTP is

now doing.

When the present Administration cam
e into office,

we reviewed all of thecn studies that
 had been done over

- the past 20 years, and we had discussions with a large

cThL

number of industry people, 1?eonle in
 the Conress

'A
the

nubile 5-enrn1 1,7. As a result of that, President !':?ixon
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submitted last year reorganization plan No, 1 o
f 1970,

which the Congress approved, establishing the OT
P,

The functions of the office were further specified

In Executive Order 11556, and I have copies of bot
h

the 'reorganization plan and the executive order,
 which

I will submit for the record,

(The documents follow:)
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91st Congress, 2d Session - House Document No. 222

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1970

MESSAGE

FROM

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
TRANSMITTING

REORGANIZATION PLAN -NO. 1 OF 1970

FEBRUARY 9, 1970.—The message and accompanying papers referred to the
Committee on Government Operations and ordered to be printed

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
37-011 WASHINGTON : 1970
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Mr, Whitehead. I thought it might b
e most useful

in talking about the f
unctions of OTP to 

describe some

examples of the broad 
communications areas

 trliet we deal

with and some examples o
f the specific pro

grams and

problems and issues t4-ret 
we get into.

The three broad areas I
 want to talk about 

are

government communicatio
ns,

-^4-4
-"" AnilicAcfin

cations, and p4-1" international commun
ications.

The Federal Communications S
ystem serves a variety

of very important purposes
. We use t4p,a.i. for things 

such

as fire prevention in rati
onal forests, •=ALG,--u-&-

e-

common telephone service.
) as.---laraf-e-orFa

414.g,R44en-does„„.

coid
fo42,- strategic control of

 our nuclear m
issile

A

forces.

The government's inves
tment in communi

cation:,
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it estimated to be about $50 billion, The annual ex-

penditure for new systems and operation of systems is

estimated to cost the FederalGovernment between $5 billion

and $10 billion annually,

' With such big numbers, the imprecision of that esti-

mate is of some interest, I think, The fact that we are

not able to pin that number down more closely I think is

testimony to the fact that there has never been within the

Executive Branch any place that could oversee all of

the-se communications activities and bring some kind of

focus on them as a whole.

The first example T would talk about is the National

Warning and Alert Stem. The recent failures we exneri-

enced in the emergency broadcast system brought the

importance of this to the public eye and forced us to raise 

some questions about how effectively this system performs

along with our other national warning systems.
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My office now has a review under way i
n which we

chair an interagency committee to examin
e the emergency

broadcast system and all of our national warni
ng systems

••••••••

to ascertain their reliability and their r
esponsiveness

to national needs.

A second area that we are involved in, in g
overn-

ment communications, is oversight of all federal
 communi-

cations expenditures. Pere we work very closely with

the Office of Management and Budget.

---- It is just espential, if we are going to have
 any

effective control over there, that the OMB is to 
have

effective control over it; that we have some kind 
of

management system which permits us to know wha
t

. the plans of the federal agencies are, how
 they

relate to one another, how are they spaced out 
over

ond41k(r-e--
time,Aare less expensive ways to do them, •El-e`theyA

need to be done at all?

•
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An example of this is a study we are doin right

now on federal telephone systems. The Department of

Defense runs its own telephone system called AUTOVON,

whereas the General Services Administration runs the

federal telephone system which p"rovides telephone service

to most of the other federal agencies.

By and large, these two systems cannot conn'ect with

one another. In some cases they overlap. This is not

only inconvetiftent in terms of various agencies wanting

to communicate with one another, but we also suspect it

is very costly.

There have been a number of studies done on this sub-

ject over the last five years, but nothing done from the

standpoint of making a decision, a management decision,

about whether the Federal r7overnment should continue

this prrincreTY‘Pnt, merffincr the two systems, usinr direct
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distance dialing provided comme
rcially, or what.

My office has undertaken a review 
to determine,

within teri next few months, what d
ecisions the government

should make aboubprocuring that kind of
 service and to

review the arrangements t.h.a4-3,44, for leasing thece

systems to-Ilat we now have.

The third example in the area of govern
ment communi-

cations that I wanted to t3uch on is the 
allocation of

the radio frequency spectrum. Approxima
tely half of the

radio frequency spectrum is now used by t
he Federal Govern-

ment. The other half is used by private user
s. That half

is allocated by the FCC, I'dly office has the resp
onsibility

for making h4;414-th-e broad allocations
 t4)--,c., liale.s of the

40 9ecitrmicfectt 
61-efic les

spectrum,Aand also for making specifi
c assignments for

specific uses.

An T indirpterl, the kind of things the 
government

uses the spectrum for are in
 many cases very sensitive
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and very important,

The decisions we have to make about how this limited

spectrum space is to be allocated are often quite difficult

and 44.t.a4q—cy.14.4-e complex.

One of the things we are doing here is looking for

new methods of ft-equencr assignment.

In that regard, we are working very closely with the

Tederal r_nmmt)1c,;,t -innn f-s.MM1 -^4 f7.1r 17^ (1 1r ,,_Pnnof

find more flexibility between. federal and private uses.

The second broad area I want to talk about is private

domestic communications. The U. S. has the largest com-

munications industry in the world land T think it is gener-

ally conceded i e have the best communications industry in

the world.

Our total per capita communications expenditures

n,
exceed the per capita/ income of a large numper of

triec. Almost fivepercent of our gross national product
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is devoted to electronic 
communications,

The only two sectors of our 
economy that are frow-

ing faster than communication
s are health services and

education,

OTP is responsible for clarifying 
the significant

policy issues that arise from all of
 this, for formulat-

ing the Administration's recommenda
tions and presenting

■•••••

"Pm to thP rnrIP.."A"n
r to the FCC and also to the

public.

Some examples of these problems are 
as follows: A

whole new field of specialized com
munications carriers

is growing up to provide communica
tions services of

various specialized kinds other tha
n the conventional

•

telephone and tele7raph that wet
hink about.

For instance, data communicat
ions, facsirale co7.-

•

have some very fundament
al questions.

4

there is considerable
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e5 FeciAllt-i th -ity-pL .2!)Avt,-1 -, .

_..----------- , 1 I r: (e. 1,3 o h
,-1 ........._ faii 441

bw

--lhe c.,\B-111(11,1 earl-fel- vricilep(01

idebat e a. )out,c.:14acc.-i-a-1--1-y---1..ta.....1ixId.uata.: Should we e x-
A 

_.. 

tend the common carrier monopoly we now have for tele-

phone services and allow only the telephone company to

provide these specialized services or would it be better

to establish new common carriers or quasi-common carriers

to provide these services, or should we allow competition,

treating this as basically just anger business, for

provision or speciuliieCz t- users?

We think it is important to resolve these cluestIon%
A

that one at least, fairly promptly, lecause the number

of appliations to theFCC for these kinds of specialized

services is jut mushrooming ? and needs to be straightened

out fairly quickly.

A second anpect of domestic communications that is

very important is mobile communications. Tt is commonly

said that ours is a mobile society, neo7le move around
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frequently, they spend more and more 
time in transpor-

tation. Business is increasingly mobile. We: have

,
radio-dispatched vehicles in small busin

es5 6- and in large
A

businesses. We have paging devices for doctors, and

now other people are using these devices.
 Technology

lpermits car radios very simply; technology 
could easily

permit pocket telephones and car telephones 
that we could

carry around with us, that would give us acce
ss to the

telephone system and to each other in a Niry 
fIxibl

way.

However, the regulatory framework do
es not permit

this kind of thing to develop. One of the things we

are looking at is new technical conce
pts and new insti-

tutional concepts that will suggest the
 kinds of policies

that we need to permit this kind of m
obile communicaions

service to be actually brought to the 
public.

A third area is, in the broadcastin
g area, the

fairness doctrine. The fairness doctrine has been
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evolved by the FCC over the years to deal
 withthe fact

that the spectrum is limitcd, there are a lim
ited number

of broadcast channels available,and to try to 
establish

standards for fairness in the presentation of contr
over-

sial issues.

This is a different annroach than veaptly in the

• area of the print media,

_ • r!nrwernrctrici defable

criticism that the fairness doctrine has evolved ftrto

a very detailed and very confusing ;Ind some even say)

conflicting set of rules and decisions.

There is some concern that the purpose of this doc-

trine, which is to encourage active public debate in this

country, bqs actually had the opposite effect; that broad-

casters are afraid to bring up public issues for discussion
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because they are uncerta
in about how the FCC is goin

g to

apply the fairness doctrine 
to them.

_ The time has come, we think, 
for an over-all reassess-

ment of the doctrine, how it gre
w out of the spectrum

limitation matter, how it fit
s tnto the broad scop

e of

. regulatory policy, tonee if 
we cannot find some 

more

common, some simpler theme f
or resolving this ver

y com-

plicated area.

.A fourth area in the area of 
national communications

. hgai.n
i
is the protection of private 

rights in what is be-

coming a computer age.

We all know that computers make i
t possible to ac-

cumulate and store large nuantiti
es of information, 

some

of it having great nroorietary- value, much of it havin
g •

great personal value.

Electronic communications has bee
n developing at the
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same time. It is now makinr: it possible for people in

physically remote locations to Inaveimmediate access to

this information.

Computers, as I said, are now beginning to talk to

computers. People across the country, through simple

terminal device, and a telephone wire have access

directly into computers.

We think it is very important, and - num'-o- of other

people think it is very important, to review this for

privacy and for access to decide what kinds of restric-

tions should!-be imposed on the communications carrier, or

what kind of procedural and privacy safeguards should

be required generally.

Still another area of domestic communications in-

volves the growth of cable TV and its impact on over-the-
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potential to develop a very, very large nu
mber of tele-

vision channels directly :Lilt° the home. This poten-

tially makesrossible a new diversity, a wider scop
e in

television programming, and it makes possible the pro
-

.

(visio9of a whole range of other services into the 
home,

Once you have that cable running into the homes, i
t -be-

comes possible to offer facsimile reproduction of

newspaperz the n^mc., irrinvpqit nnssible

for the homeowner to have access to accounting info
rma-

tion services, banking services, shop-by-mail servi
ces.

This is a policy issue that deals , on the one h
and,

with very sensitive issues of broadcasting; at the 
same

time it has implication nor a wider range of servi
ces.

The current debate centers on copyright provi
sions

and on the imnortation of distant signals fr
om other

. television stations in distant markets, hut 
there are

•
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longer-run issues that have 
to be ::,orted out,

Is this to be developed as a 
new medium, operating

In its own right, originating pro
grams, or should it he kept

as an adjunct to an over-the-air 
system?

It is very clear that cable telev
ision technology

does not fit either the common carrie
r mold that the

FCC has developed or the broadcasti
ng mold.

.Some kin6 of iiew Tyclicy -17 gc,, ng to lp,ve Lo be

developed and we susnect it will 'ren
uire new legislation.

The final area in domestic communication
s that I

want to talk about is domestic satellite.A

American technology has developed the 
communications

satellite to the point where it is commerc
id

,
feasible.

In 1965 we launched the first satellite for com
mertinl

use, but this was only for international use. 
Six years

have passed and even though inausury has eLt!ii
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able to put up a system fo
r domestic use, the government

has not yet sorted out the pol
icy by which they will be

allowed to do it, Therefore, they have not been 
allowed

to do it. It has resulted in six years of de
lay.

The Administration made recommendat
ions over a year

ago as to the policy whereby domes
tic satellites could be

fitted into our national structure. The FCC has moved

in part to accept that policy and adopt
 it, but there

still has been no effective action to 
permit people to

establish systems.

The third broad area I wanted to d
iscuss is inter-

national communications. This'arain is another ve
ry rapidly

growing and very important aspect of 
the communications

Industry,

Americans now spend more than t50
0 million a year

for international communicatio
ns. That is projected,

conservatively we think, by the 
industry, to grow to a
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$5 billion per year rate by 1
980. This is very important

to U. S. business, in the interna
tional arena, it is

also Very important to the development of a
n open world

philosophy on information flow which this c
ountry is seek-

ing to have accepted.

There are two very important areas here 
in the

irlrnational area that I thought I would d
iscuss with

you briefly. One is that the structure of industry

has evolved rather piece-meal over a very long 
period

of time. It is a very complex industry structure and it

has conflicting incentives built into it. These conflict-

ing incentives and this complexity not only m6
 /..e life

very difficult for the coimunications carriers i
n dealing

with one another and in dealing with the public, but
 make

it very difficult for them in dealing with the comm
unica-

tions entities abroad.



With this tenfold. increase in in
ternational corru‘

cations there has been. growinr.

concern that this industry structure 
should be sorted

out and simplified to permit it to do
 this job effecti:.-

and efficiently.

Ahp-ikt r asfect
T-44-644.andat of international co

mmunications

A .

44-apc4:e4-44q-44,444involves the balance betw
een sate13 4-

and undersea cables. There have been rather sharp dis
-

putes within recent years as to what the 
appropriate

mix is between these two technologies. These auestior:-

are very complexo they throw the governmen
t into a ver-

and

tailed examination of industry plans 
Invest'

and they arise I think primarily from a 
failure of thF

government to address the appropriate l
ong-term policy

Issues.

.y ofic etiveiv involved in addressinp:

policy issues right now and disc
ussing them with ot-r
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government agencies and with 
industry) and we hope to have

some suggestions before too ver
y long.

Finally, I. would like to discuss internationa
l nego-

tiations, These are very important to the Uni
ted States

because international communication
 is inherently a two-

way process. You have to have cooperation 
at both ends

, before you can communicate.

•

are 
J,

Thoce international negotiations 
alsoilLtPvp-ent(icliil tre-e 

rerrel
_4e4=--the radio frequency spectrum. The

re has to be coopera-

tion among the nations as to how this 
spectrum is used or

we will have interference and it will 
not be useful for

anyone.

My office is responsible for providin
g communications

policy guidance to the Department of sta
te in conducting

these international negotiations.

I would like to clarify one

pc;11-t bL-Ser,•..) " 
)9I

•
ti .1t,•;1;1 -r
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fit tZli lixf., 12 r-riirctis
Arof _ilic ,/ /I r.e.e. ina fri- are(6 r)-' Our Cca(seth —

(
. 4471:-cussion T. 19-av-c gtrn-e-thr,ott-p- ),-'641-e-ce-r-1-4-e-r--f-the govern-

ment's own communications, domestic 
communications and

international communicationsA I have bee
n talking almost

exclusively about the OTP's role in devel
oping Policy.

I want to emphasize that our role is. not to dictate

policy. Our focal point is policy, to be sure, 
but it

is our role to try to work effectively on 
behalf of the

Executive Branch, with the Congress, with the
CC, with

the industry and with the public to see tha
t the whole

g Vernmental procesis-Xta 

_0,i

s-ee44 -44e1.kstiklictk5s effectivelYA 611d

takes into account theAlong-range co
nsiderationt

. ,
46 I said,

Our purposs to be anpre effective 
partner in those

41J,
forums. To be sure, in the area of g

overnment's own com-

munications, sitting in the executive o
ffice as we do,

we do have rather considerable autho
rity there. However,

Insofar as possible, our approach 
is to try to work with
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the other agencies and to bring about these efficiences

and improved effectiveness through coopdration.

_ Finally, I would like to give you two examples of

the kinds of specific actions my office is taking. As

you know, we are only about six months old. It is rather

difficult to show a lot of progress, a lot of tangible

accomplishment in that time period,

The most important t!-, ng we have done in thosc

first six mohths I thihk quite frankly is that we have

eshblished the office as a going organization. We have

built our relationships within the executive office, with

other- government af7encies, with the Congress and with

the industry.

I would like to talk al-,out two particular policy

areas that we have tackled and I think have made a contri-
.

bution to in this short time.

One .deals with the provision of satellites for aero-

nautical communications. The Federal Aviation Adminintra-.
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is responsible for air traffic control in 
this country.

Through international agreements7 they are responsible

for air traffic control over the Pacific Bas
in.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administ
ration

last year was working with-a_Inumber .of Turopean nations

to develop an experimental aeronautical com
munications

satellite for use over the Atlantic Basin.

.At the same time, tho FAA was working to develop

a system for -actual working use over the Pacific 
Basin.

At the request of the Office of Management and 
Budget,

we became involved in this on a very timely basis to

permit decisions to be made in the fiscal year 
1972

budget.

We discovered that these two programs were 
largely

overlappin and in rany ways conflictin,.

Velegan a work nrorram dealing with ind
ustry, with
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the agencies concerned, with the OMB and, as a result of

that, we came up with a policy statement s The effect

of that policy statement was to cancel the MASA program

and to modify the FAA program so that the time frame would

be moved up, so that the satellite system they develop

would,be useful over both the Pacific and the Atlantic

Basin.

I think this realted in a rather substantial saving

. to the government.

The second major project .4,44a-t. we have been involved

And
ira—t-le have substantially completed so far is the

AL( olio 'frith"'
U. S. preparation for the Worldeadio Conference on Space

Communications  which convenes in Geneva next month.

Here my office coordinated the activities of all the •

federal a7encies. Almost all at7encies were involved in it,

from HEW to DOD. We worked with industry and of course
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very closely with the St
ate Department.

Thecbcisions taken at this 
conference will largely

determine the frequency alloc
ations for satellite com-

munications over the next deca
de. Because of the important

U. S. role in satellite commu
nications, this is very 

im-

portant to the United States.

The decisions taken at this conf
erence will form the

1 basis for a treaty tha will be subm
itted to the Senate

for ratification later this year.

To give you a little more flavor or
 the kinds of ac-

j'Wln

th.a&-a-ve,---.4.t.-y.et.-Gompletp_d-b.ut-Aq-

tive projects we are involved in ri
ght at this momeninte,

1111-jc

4114 ive.
expect to complete

within the next month or twos ti-re-r-c--at-e-titr

pr01005eA

One is the development of le
gislationfor the long-

term financinr,7 of the Public 
Rroadcastincr Corporation.

The second is the development 
of an Executive Branc

h

policy statement on the mi
x of cables and sat

ellites for



trans-Atlantic communications, and 
the third is an

updating and amplification of the 
Administration's policy

proposals on domestic satellites.

I realize I have covered a lot of area i
n this

statement. I would like to emphasize that I have not gon
e

Into much detail on each one although -At may have seered

that I did, Nor have I made mention of everything that

1-ie are involved in. T 1- eA to selet. P "CIP"Pqenti"c'

range of things that would give the committee a fee
l for

•

what we are doing, what we are meant to do,wh Et our r
ole

IS.

I would be pleased to reply to any questions that

you have.

Mr, Steed. Fight off, there is one reference you

made that strikes a note with almost everybod current1-.

"be 4•-•••
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the volume of electronic communication, when you
 get into

this matter of privacy, the next thought that co
mes is

that of eavesdropping. Have you been making stu
dies or

will you be trying to develop this area so that 
perhaps

policy for restricting manufacture and use of these d
rop-

in devices or to make wide use of these communicat
ions

services possible and still maintain privacy, or are

we going to have to come to the time when, if we cr,m-

municate electronically, we just throw privacy to the

wind?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir.

Mr. Steed. This is a trouble snot, is it not?

Mr, Whitehad. Yes, sir, a very important and very

sensitive trouble spot, one that we are very concerne
d

with. We plan to devote a substantial amount of resour
des

to lookin7 into that area.

Mr. Steed. There used to be a lot of noise about
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tapping telephones. Now they have gone so far beyond

that,that that is not the problem any 
more; there are

woi'se problems. I do not know whether you will ever be

able to devise any effective way to permit 
wide use of

all these new devices to communiCate and still mai
ntain

privacy, unless all the users thereof develop their
 own

codes like the military has been doing and then the
re

probably would come into existence a lot of code-

deciphering devices.

You have a sizable field to study in considering

this whole problem, How much new development in the

field of electronic eavesdropping is there? Are they

still coming up with better and more effective devices

for it?

Vr. Whitehead. One of the themes of my talk here

t0(1,r4V t1-1(' 1,innvntInn. Thr, tePhnlcP.1
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innovation is proceedin1
7 apace in that area, of co

urse,

as you well know, as in
 all the others,

•

Mr, Steed. They have lately come into th
e capa-

bility of miniaturizing the dev
ices so that it makes it

even more difficult to detec
t than ever, does it not?

Mr, Whj:teheid, Yes. Some of the devices,I th
ink it

is fair to say, are essentia
lly impossible to detect.

Mr. Steed. Are we doing as much in the tec
hnologi-

cal field of developed uses o
f telecommunications that

cannot be eavesdropped on or .is that
 possible?

Mr. Whitehead. That is also possible.

There is a lot of concern and a lot of 
work being done

he----mest-a-ct-±ve-area-s-thare--4-s---in-th 
e-clatra

by industry in the data 'communicat
ions field to insure tha

t

ao-mmull4-t-at-i-o-ns-ar-ea--wene-I311-(4-e-e4unal-zaregua
s-t4)-

there are procedural safeguards
 to prevent people from 

having

unauthorized access to data.

Of course, the Defense Departm
ent has done an awful

lot or work in secure communication
s; that could be madc
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applicable to civilian domestic commu
nications as well.

Mr. Steed. I get the feeling as Tilistened to you that

some of the problems we have stem from what appear to b
e

either economics or omission on the part of the Federal

Communications Commission to move in and make determina-

tions, Is this because they are lacking in authority or

lacking in policy direction which would justify their

moving?

Has the state of the art gone beyond the enabling

legislation that set Up the FCC and outlined its rights

and powers? Is that one of the problems that we have?

Mr. Whitehedd. I think that is one of the problems.

The major enabling legislation for the FCC is ex-

tremely bad and, as a result, the Commission finds little

guidance from the Conrress on many policy issues that were

not even foreseen at the time the 1934 Communications Act

.was passed.
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Mr. Steed, Do you contemplat
e, among other th

ings,

that you may be 
able to devise sug

gested legislatio
n that

would firm this 
up, modernize it, m

ake it more effe
ctive

for a commissi
on to deal with recu

rring problems?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir, that is o
ne of the things

we are actively 
_looking at.

Mr. Steed. Take a matter you wor
k on and see i

f

ycu can get a ha
nr111- nn whqt workinu o

n it adds up to
.

Take this matter of
 the spectrum. I guess that 

is

one of the oldest
 problems that the FC

C has had to 
deal

with.

I remember a long t
ime ago having 

been involved 
with

it •

some people in gett
ing a license, w

ave lengths, 
this

sort of thing; wh
en you go into tha

t matter, how 
many

man-years, how m
any neople,.what is

 the rhysital 
evolvement

Mr.Whitehead. 
Well, I suppose I

 should take 
some
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particular study that we have undey. way.

Let me talk about the study we are beginning with

the Federal Communications Commission on finding more

flexibility between the government use of the spectrum

and privateuse of the spectrum._

Mr, Steed. I am trying to get down to the physical

detail of what you mean when you say you go in with

them to make a study,

Mr. Whitehead. Fight. The first thing we did was

to—sit down and write them a letter, saying we would

like to begin to do this. Once we had agreement between

the Commission and myself, we began to talk about what

kind of man-levels of effort were required to do this.

The Commission is still working on their side of it.

Let re describe what we have done in that re7ard.

The first thlnr: I did was to turn to my Assistant

Director for rrenuency Yanagement and say, "I need to know
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what the Federal Gov
ernment is now using t

he spectrum

for; how important it is, w
hat kind of uses, who 

is

using it."

We have much of that i
nformation in our off

ice, but

much of it we do not h
ave.

He in turn turned to a commi
ttee called the In

ter-

department Radio Advisory Com
mittee. This is made up

of representatives of some
 17 departments that ma

ke use

of the spectrum.

So !!r. Dean and two or three
 of his staff peopl

e

were involved in takin
g to this committee the 

question

of how does the Federa
l Government use the 

spectrum and

for whqpurposes? So we have two or three 
people within

my office, professionals
, working for a period 

of some

weeks on trying to define
 that ouestion a lit

tle more

• • •••1
• , •

Pr77---
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et_
We then had thi-s 17-man committee that worked for 90

A

days on this subject, among other things, and of course

not full-time, but that kind of effort, Each one of

these people, in turn, has acces-s to all of the communi-

cations activities of his department, all of the communi-

cating people, and so forth.

Each of them did an intensive review of what uses

they were making of the spectrum, where they had trans-

mitsters, how much space d4-4-they uselup, how much power

/ ANI
d4d-this use; why qere hey being used. Just because it

is in Defense does not mean it is a defense-related

function.

The Corps of Engineers uses radio frequencies for

their administrative use. All of this actiity,  

that was put to work through this chain of command then

began to come together. Each ran from each department
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collated the activities
 of his department in the u

se

of the spectrum.

- The Interdepartment Radio 
Advisory Committee then

Ime and tried to nut all
 of these various things in

to

a common format so that it
 would_ be understandable as

a whole.

Again Mr. Dean pulled all that t
ogether into a

form that would be readilF unde
rstandable by someone

such as myself, someone suc
h as the Congress or the FCC

As a result of that,we have about 
a 20-page stateme

nt

that was produced in about 90 da
ys, which I think is

 a

comprehensive and accurate stat
ement of why and for

 what

does the Federal Government use
 the radio frequency

spectrum. As I said, one of the purro
ses of this is to

inform the Conrress.

We do have copies of that
 report which I would 

be
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pleased to make avalirftle to the committee if you like.

Mr. Steed. In the spectrum assigned to the govern-

ment, let me give you a couple of instances and see if

we have two things: one, I-1-e broad use of it. For in-

stance, telecommunication from the Pentagon to Vietnam

would be a long-range frequency use.

Last Saturday I saw a sham battle at Fort Sill in

whAch we were able to listen in to the field commaners

giving instructions to the helicopter gunships, the sup-

port artillery, the tank groups, and to the infantry

observers on the field. Obviously this is a short-

range thing.

Then at an SAC base, where they were on the round-

the-clock alerts, the commanders were required to have with

them constantly a communications fac:!Uty ,::ith, head.cuarters

of the base, no matter where they were. This was a short-

range thing.
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have tried to illuctra
te the two kinds of uses,

in the short-range fi
eld. Is that a problem of short

age

of spectrum or does the o
ne frequency, for instance

,

serve most of those purp
oses, since it is short-ran

ge?

Mr. Whitehead, No, there are a large number
 of fre-

quencies required for th
at purpose, because within 

any

geographicalzrea there a
re large numbers of activi

ties

that are going on that just
 cannot afford to inter

fere

with one another,

for instance, the platoon 
leader

talking to his men over his ra
dio system.,,, could not

have that interfere with the
 communications going 

on to,

say,te Air Force fighter plan
e providing ground sup

port.

Those have to be able to talk
 independently in the

 same

geographical area.

Mr. Steed. So the very fact that it
 is short-range

in its application d
oes not necessarily mean 

it does not
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make a heavy impact on 
the need for spectrum?

Mr, Whitehead. That is correct.

Mr. Steed, Now in the domestic end of it, 
the

commercial end of it, the public, 
you get into a taxicab

and you hear him getting instructio
ns from his home

office; you get in a car with a friend and
 you hear him

using his telephone to communicate with
 his office.

Is that what you call locn1 applicatio
n?

How big a drain is this on the avail
able wave lengths?

Whitehead. This is a rather considerable drai
n,

although it is not as big a drain 
as many people would

like to make it. The demand for 
those mobile frequencies

Is much greater than what we can 
make available, but the

fact that they are local, on the
 one hand, does not allevi-

ate it, because there are some nur
roses that reople want

to unc ther 'or lonnlly.

. On the other hand, those frequencies are us
ed, reused
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in Chicaro, New York, an
d so forth.

Mr. Steed. Let me pose my interest by de
scribing

my _own congressional distr
ict and some of its telecom-

munication facilities or lac
k thereof.

I just happen to have a geograp
hical area where you

have to go on six televisio
n stations, in three differe

nt

towns, to be sure you are say
ing hello to everybody in

the district.

I also have a few radio stations th
at presumably

could be received in all areas of
 my district but, for

obvious reasons, they are not necess
arily that widely

.listened 
to.

As a result, I have about 19 small
 town radio statio

ns

that are very small in their 
coverage, hut in those 

par-

ticular communities are very im
portant to the local re

si-

dents, esnecially in the kind o
f climate we have there

.

Last weekend I was on t
he tornado alert most of 

the time.
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It is kind of comfo
rtable when you are dri

ving along

to have the local ra
dio station advising you

 That the

situation up ahead might
 be. So the local people do

• make a very extensive 
use, for all sorts of reaso

ns, of

this little local statio
n.

Then I have some areas tha
t the only reason they

get good television is be
cause of cable television. 

Yet

I have other areas that, 
for the economics of it, are 

not

•
able to have cable televisi

on. So the only television

they get is by the broadcast
 station. There would be

no way that either one could -adeq
uately serve all the

area that I represent.

Is this the kind of probl
ems you take into acc

ount

when you make studies, a
s to how much of the cou

ntry is

in categories where no on
e system or the other can do

tHe Job and you need more t
han one way to make sure that

al4 the people have adenuate s
ervice?
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Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir. I think you have hit on

b>lemnikel

a very important problem in-t
he Able television -fit-retr

A

r-Iftitt today, Many people feel that if cable is
 allowed

to grow too big, it will undermine the
 economics of

over-the-air television. If you were to have the ov
er-

the-air television industry go out of 
business, then

there would be large numbers of people in
 areas that

cannot economically be reached by cable t
hat would not

have anything. So yOu have to be very certain tha
t you

avid that kind of situation.

Mr. Steed. We have had a new development. 
I have

urban and rural, That is why I get all these k
inds of

problems.

We have another service that has b
ecome very import-

ant in the field of ar.riculture. 
'ith the wide develop-

rIt t1'.o r111.7p,7 electrification orogram, 
then rural

telenhone.service lecane very ach
ievable and has become

'
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widely used which 7 of course, has added quite a b
it to

those people in the isolated areas
, as far as communica-

flans are concerned, who use rural telep
hone services,

and I assume that as these techniques and 
technologies

advance, since the wire connections exist for 
the simple

telephone service, that additional services m
ight be

possible.

For instance, it would be helpful to a numbe
r of

constituents I know if they had a way to rece
ive market

r-eiuorts at the scene of their agricultural activit
ies,

because sometimes this can be very important to a 
large

agricultural operator and saves him the time of 
having

to quit whatever he is doing, go in and get on hi
s rural

telephone and try to acauire the kind of information
 he

thinks he needs before he makes certain decisions affect-

ing his activities.

It. seems to me that any policAes you develop must,
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of necessity, keep in mind that there 
are all these sorts

of situations and not let the big payoff 
in the urban

areas preclude the use of a lot of this 
facility, so that

these' isolated sections can continue to h
ave, even, as

much as they now have.

Whether a lot of the new facilities will be
come

.important enough to enter into those more isol
ated areas,

I do not know, but certainly the opportunity fo
r it

to should exist, if they can make economic Ube 
or it.

There is one thing about that type of the use

of communications, it has to have an economic 
value to

these .people before they will use it at all. 
To the

extent they are nowi.aising it, they think it 
is a good

investment for them.

T would think that roint-by-noint, or 
family-by-

family, or telephone-by-telephone, that th
e use of this

sort of communication, per canIlta, is m
uch more valuable
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to the isolated areas than it i to the crowded urban

areas.

There are many other ways that. people in a community

can have more than one way to keep up with certain things

they wnat to know; whereas, the person out in the isolated

area may be fortunate to have even one that he could rely

on.

I thought I would make a guinea pig out of myself

and try to outline to you the sort of problem th Et can

and_does exist and, since I had such a mix of all of

these types of problems, you .might be interested in having

me outline some of them to you.

Mr. Whitehead. That is very interesting. In fact,

you have hit upon a number of things that we have been

thinkinr-, about. I cannot say we have resolved them yet.

Mr, Steed. !.;xed right in this area I described

are three large mt,?.ry installations, and a heavy use
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of the spectrum assigned to the federal sector goes on

right in the middle of all this other use. As a matter

of fact, I doubt if you could find any other place in

the whole United States where as much or all of it is

mined together as it is right in that area.

If you need a good place to send a task force

sometime, why I think they could come home with a first-

hand sampling of about every kind of a problem that exists,

or at least every kind of a customer that you might expect

to--get involved in these sorts of things.

What is going to be your guess as to the future of

CATV? Is it going to be restricted to the - now-accepted

communications like radio, television, and so forth, or

will it expand into all sorts of commercial uses?

You mentioned facsimile, this sort of thing. There

is this problem. I am frequently contacted by interested

parties on both sides of the issue who have wide differences
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of views about it.

.Do you think that a long-range policy to se
t the

metes and bounds of these two problems will be devis
ed

within the foreseeable future;

Mr, Whitehead. Yes, s ir, f think it can be,

As I said, .I think it probably will ultimately come

up to the Congress for a fundamental decision about how

this should go.

In our examination of the problem so far, we think

that once the country becof‘ s wired for cable television

that it is relatively inevitable that these kinds of
 new

services will develop.

The question then is really one of timing. How

long is this going to take?

Vr.r, Steed. This may not .he a good analo7y,but when

you t7.17r, V"."1 walt unt4.1 4t
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builds up on both sides, then the t
raffic builds up too,

and you need then to build a wider and 
a better facility,

and the right-of-way acquisition costs 
become very high;

whereas, had we had the foresight to h av
e acquired the

right-of-way and made these long-range 
plans way back, it

could have been done with a very moderate 
cost.

I use that to illustrate that if we wait 
and let

this thing grow like Topsy until awhole lot of 
things

become a fact accomplished, then the matter of d
ealing

with them and putting them back in metes a
nd bounds would

be enormous as compared to what they would 
be if definite

policies were made before we got that far,
 is that not

so? Is this something like the goal you ar
e aiming for?

Mr. Whitehead. Absolutely, that is precisely
 it.

Of course, there is a very 4 mt)ortant transition

Mn 70 1r,V.t.,(N Fti-7pm
nvpr-1-41e-n;y..



television broadcasting that T th
ink by and large

serves this country very well and has 
served it very

well.
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It is important that you hot develop a long-ter
m

policy that will result in tearing that existing sys
tem

down without replacing it with something over the s
hort

run. We do have to worry about this transition, but I

could not agree with you mere that it is most im
portant

to look ahead and set the course of where you think you

aii-&-going in the long run. Then it becomes, I think,

much simpler to address this transition problem.

Mr, Steed. Getting into the matter of partiality,

or impartiality, or propaganda, or whatever you
 want

to call it, by the use of media, and since I am in a

business where this sometimes can become a matter of

Personal concern, T'have always taken comfort in the

fact that.as long as the constituent, who is my end

Atit,
.ver
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product, can just flip. that button a
nd turn it off or

switch to some other source of infor
mation or entertain-

ment, that I did not have to be too co
ncerned as to how

biased or prejudiced the operator might 
be,

.1 am very reluctant to think that the 
government

ought to get into anything approaching 
control of the

actual material, itself, that is offered to 
the public.

Certainly some general guidelines are need
ed, but

I am an old newspaper man and freedom of the
 press is

an—old and dear philosophy. I would rather take the

unfair abuse, I think, heaped upon me 
sometimes. I think

the cure to protect me from that woul
d be worse than the

ttng I am having to put up with.

I hope Congress always feels that w
ay because if

you have a broadcaster thatyou think as 
little of as I

do of some of them broadcasting today,y
ou can always

comfort yourself that maybe he wil
l get fired, or drop
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dead,and another guy with a different ty
pe of mind

•ft

will be running it tomorrow.

I would rather for the guy to take his place hav
e

this freedom than to put him in a straitjacket jus
t be-

cause I do not like the current nundit who is poisoning

the air with his venomous words. These things do run their

course, but the service goes on forever.

, I think there are a lot of things we have to take

into account when we begin to think about this sort of

thing.

I believe as long as there are other sources of in
-

formation -- as long as there is the printed 
word, and

other ways -- that the public generally can 
pretty well

be its own judge of things. I think in television, the

way they rate themselves, as sensitive as they are to

ratings, when enough of my constituents flip that button

and turn them off, it is not very 3_0117, until T. am going
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to be relieved of any of the abuses th
ey may be engaging

in. This is the best censorship I know anything about.

I know in my newspapers when they did not lik
e my

policies they just quit buying their subscri
ption. That

always got my attention. - It was'very effective and I

think always has been and still will be, So I think

some of these. fields,we may resent them as an indiv
idual

thing, but as a broad

too worried about them.

Mr. Robison?

we junt

Mr, Robison. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Whitehead, you tell us somewhere that this 
is

your first budget presentation, the first presen
tation

•

of Office of Telecommunications Policy. Yet you have

been operat/ durir. the current flscal year and you 17ad

n

& • 41. 1,4 4- • 1
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Mr, Whitehead. Yes, sir. That was an appropriation

that was originally requested by the Office of Emergency

Preparedness.

Mr, Robison. For the old Office of something or other.

,Mr. Whitehead. Office of- Telecommunications flanage.

ment.

Mr, Robison. Office of Telecommunications Manage

ment, which was then under the Office of Fmergency Pre-

paredness.

— Mr. Whitehead. That is correct.

Mr. Robison. That was a function that was, so I am

told, largely confined to the Federal Government's use of

telecommunications and almost exclusively as that use per-

tained to emergency planning?

Mr. Whitehead. That is correct.

Mr Fobison.Yoli also were funded, are funded for the

current fiscal year at t500,000 for studies and research
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in the telecommunications field. So this current year

you have; or you received through the transition proce
ss

0
somehow a total of $2.1 million, and your budget reques

t

is now before us as t2.702 million, of which tl mi
llion

would nern available. for 4e studies and research

in the telecommunications field until expended, corr
ect?

Mr. Whitehead. That is correct.

Mr. Robison. Now, looking at peoplr. on hoard,

am trying to straighten out in the justifications exactly

what the situation was.

I do not know what the page is, but you can find it

with help, the personnel summary, relating again to 
the

Office of Telecommunications Policy; there we are 
shown

a total number of permanent positions actual for 
1970, of

63, which drops down then to an estimate of 48 ror 1971

•
• -! f• 1r'7)
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to 65.

Now those 63 were with the old Office of Telecom-

munications Mapagement, is that right?

Mr, Whitehead. Yes, sir.

Mr. Robison, Somewhere alangthe way they lost

some bodies because now youlave somewhere around 48,

How many do you actually have at the moment?.

Mr. Whitehead. We actually have 49 people on board.

That includes some military details.

-Mr. Robison. They are being paid out of the old

. appropriation for the old office?

Mr, Whitehead. That is correct.

Mr. Robison, And of that 500,000 that was appro-

priated for studies by virtue of contract, how much of

that, if you can tell us, has now been put to use, or

will be put to use b: the end of the fiscal year?

Perhans I ought to say it that wave
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Mr.Whitehead. I think I can give you both figures.

We somehow slipped the actual remaining amount. At
•_

the current time there is actually remaining about

$330,000. However, we have a number of contract that

are inrrocess. That would result in a balance remaining

at the end of the fiscal year of approximately $34,000.

Mr. Robison. You give us in the summary, relating to

the 1972 budget request, an overview of the kind of nnn-

tractual studies and research projects you might conduct

outside of your oiffice operation. Since those probably

have not yet gotten off the drawing board, could you never-

theless, for the record, give us some detail relative to

the contractual studies you have -already entered into

for the fiscal year and insofar as it is possible, if

these are still in the neFotati_n7 nrocess, p7iVe us

(I n .4- n 41

that is the word, during the balance of this fiscal year.

(Theinforration follows:)
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We have not negotiated any contracts for FY197
2 but have several

currently active contracts in FY1971- The following is an analysis

of our contract activities for FY1971.:

Funds appropriated

Unobligated balance brought forward

Adjus-tments

Total available for obligation

$500, 000

$121, 875

$ 73,615

$695, 490

Reprogrammed for salaries and pay raises *- $130, 000

Contracts

1. General Electric (in progress) - orbital

utilization studies for satellite systems.

2. VERSAR, Inc. (in progress) - methods

to improve frequency management.

3. Quantuii-i science (completed) - forecast

of data communication requirements.

4. I-11-03 Singer (in progress) - development

of computer software for frequency

management:_

- $ 53,227

- $ 29,000

- $ 39.100

- $111,724

5. Frequency Management Computer Programming

Contract (proposed) - expansion of computer .•- $175,000

program to provide for remote terminal
access.

6. Urban Communications Pilot Program - $ 50,000

(proposed) - project definition for urban

communication pilot program.

7.omestic Satellite Study (proposed) - study(JO - $ 75, 000

Cof future domestic satellite systems and ) 
their interaction.

Net Balance $ 32, 439
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Mr, Pobison. Now generally these contrac
ts for

research work, are they goin
g to universities, to indus

try

segments, to private research
 groups, or what?

What will be the pattern?

Mr. Whitehead. It is a miiture of thos
e. We have

four contracts here that we la
ve actually funded- for this

fiscal year. I think that will give yo
u a flavor for

the kind of things we do.

We have a contract with Versar 
Corporation for

$29,000 to perform a specific study
 of electromagne

tic

compatibility.

Mr. Robison, Whatever that may be. 
I am not going

to ask.

Mr. Whitehead. In very simple terms, when
 a number

of people are all trans:7it
tin,7 audio signals, what 

keens

4-1‘nri r ,--- r. " " 4 ,••4 4'1'1 
. - . .

We .ave a

study contract of 39,100 with the Cuantum 
Science
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Corporation specifically to draw on a number of very 
long-

range and very extensive analyses they had done on

future trends in data communications, This was very

important to use to be able to assess how actively we

should be involved in this area; how soon we should get

involved, and in which particular areas of data communi-

cations we should focus our efforts.

The third contract is with HB Singer Corporation

to establish an automatic data processing file for fre-

quency management records. This is getting increasingly

important as we have more users of the spectrum, trying

to keep track of who is using what in a flexible way so

we can make the changes that are necessary.

I see there are actually only three contracts. One

is an exnansion of the YFF Singer contract to update nat

ADP

Mr. libt,ison, Over what3period of months or years,
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possibly, do these contracts that
 you have already let

run?

Mr. Whitehead, Again that varies. The first two

mentioned were very short-run kinds of 
things, to get

specific information very quickly,

The latter one is something that is a co
ntinuing

effort, to improve the management of our 
frequency assign-

ment process and files,

Mr, Robison. That gives us some general under-

standing ofyour contractual pattern and you 
will provide

more information, as you said, for the rec
ord so we can

look at that later. You tell us somewhere throu
ghout

the justifications, and I think you shoul
d tell us this,

that the office ispping to be very aware 
of the problem,

or the possible problem of dunlication i
n the research

field with other existing feceral agencie
s or departments
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or bureaus, or whatever, that might 
be doing work in

this same field

Does FCC, for instance, have a research capabait
y,

an authorizationof its own in this same general area?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir. They have an appropriationA

I believe, of t200,000 for fiscal 197A.

Mr. Robison. How do you relate what you wish to

do with what they might want to do?

Mr. Whitehead. We work very closely, on a very

direct basis with them, talking about what kind of

information the government needs to address these 
policies

issues.

We jointly man our research activities so th
ere spe-

cifically is no overlap.

Vrr. Robison. Does the DOD have some research authori-

zation and research moneys in the telecommunications field?

I suppose they have a lot?
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Mr, Whitehead They have a tremendous amount.

Mr. Robison. Again, how do you dovetail wh
at you

want to do as compared with what 
they might want to do?

Mr, Whitehead. By talking with the senior leve
l'

— people in the Department and staff leve
l people in the

Department about what their plans are an
d how that relates

to what we are going to do,

Mr, Robison. Are you getting the kind of 
cooperation

and coordination we would like you to ha
ve with both FCC

and DOD in this regard?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir.

Mr. Robison. No doubts in your mind 
that it is going

to work out?

Mr, Whitehead. No, sir.

Mr. Robison. Pecause federal research, tt 
seems to

almost knows no hounds. It has been a problem for
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every subcommittee that looks at a piece or part of the

over-all federal budget, and this reeearch. is a great

thing. Yet on a subcommittee level, we have no idea,

quite frankly, what other subcommittees are being asked

to provide for projects and prorams that may at least

overlap, with certain gray areas in between, into the

same general subject matter.

So I think we would 1,7F.,nt to make sure that you follow

through on this as best you can with ouite a bit of pre-

cision.

Mr. Whitehead. I might point out that most of the

other federl agencies doing research in this area are

focusing on hardware research, extending the technology.

Mr, Robison. I can understand why DOD would be in

that cater- r7, but it seems to rr.e FCC might he 'in a nolicv

flelri or

search interests.

ffp rn, c,7
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T7r, Whitehead . Pet,,. we have, so

money, I\ .2 million between the two of us, that

we shepherd our resources quite closely and do work to-

gether quite well.

Mr. Pobison, We do have the 'GSA budget and I ought

to know the answer, but I do not remember it. They hay

sunervision of the FT F system. Po they do any research

in this fir:,1d?

t'r. Whitehead. I do not know. I can find out If you

would .be intersted.

r.Fobison. Yes.

(The information follows:)

GSA does research in the telecommunications field and, 
in fact,

according to their budget submission to the Congress for fisca
l year

1972 they are expanding their technical capability "to 
dev lop and

implement a more comprehensive and aggressive progra
m Of research

and development in the field of telecommunication
s and automatic data

handling. Research conducted by GSA i rientcd toward

2 _t; ,

and system operations for their voice and data syst
ems whereas

•

OTP activity in this area concerns br Dacler issue
s such as the

feasibility of an integration of FTS and AUTOVON.



Mr. Pobison. If the full 1972 budget request is

granted for your operation, that would permif:' you to have

65 personnel, permanent positions, as compared to the

49 you now have. How many more is that?

Mr. Whitehead. na re now authorized 48 so that is a

net addition of 17.

• Mr, Robison. Net addition of 17.

Can you give us a rough idea of 'what professions

or interests or occupations these net additions of 17

miE;ht be?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir. I think I can give you

a pretty fair a_loreciationo f that.

About five to seven of them would be in the clerical

area, research assistants; secretaries, and so forth.

Of the ten profesionals we are talkinp., about hiring,

we would be talking about two to three attorneys, prob-

ably, one really first-rate scientist in the area of the
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the technology of comm
unications and electron

ics, probably

two economists, and o
ne or two peo eI of broa

d communica-

tions system engineer
ing background.

The remainder would be ma
de up of people with gen

eral

business malagement and anal
ytic -backgrounds.

Mr, Robison. Are the kind of people you 
want fairly

readily available?

Mr. Whitehead. Nn, sir. It is very hard to g
et

them.

Mr. Robison. So you will have to go 
out and do

some recruiting, right?

Mr.Whitehead. Yes.

Mr, Robison. I think we are. told, a
nd I hope it

proves out to be the case,
 that when you get 

up to the

level of 65 people that
 that mirrht be a Pla

teau of sorts.

You Oo not really see a
t the moment, anyhow,

 in your

best judgment that y
ou are goinr to be ever 

an agency or
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an office that is a great dea
l larger than that; is that

correct?

Mr, Whitehead. That is correct,

would not0ent to commit us in the future to 
an

exact 65 number, but certainly no significant gr
owth

beyond that.

Mr, Robison. I never knew any agency head who did

so want to commit himself.

Going back into history a little bit, trying to

ski throughthe justifications to get some additional

background knowledge about all this, we are told o
n page

6 of some caution,here in the justifications, about the

management of government communications, which is a
 study

area you want to look into.

We are also told that in 1963 the President, whoever

it was at the time,'"created the rational Communications

System (NU) as a vehicle to integrate the various
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communications systems'of the Federal Government into an

efficient whole, capable ofneeting critical emergency

needs. Although there has been much coordination since

that time, the creation of the NCS has had little visible

impact on the structure of existing networks or on agency

planning for new systems.

I want to know, is NCS still in existence or is that

gone?

Mr. Whitehead. It is still in existence.

Mr. Robison, Where is it?

Mr. Whitehead. It is alive and running all over the

Federal Government.

Mr. Robison. Well, is it under some department?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir.

Let me tell you just briefly tie structure of this
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Mr. robison. It is like a letter mying, "Am alive

and well and living in Bayonne, New Jersey," is that it?

Mr. Whitehead. The head of the old Office of Tele-

_ commuilications Management was responsible for providing

the policy -guidance for this system.

The Secretary of Def e was designated as his execu-

tive agent to oversee the actual planning. Under that

the Director of the Defense Communications Agency was

named;the manager of the NCS,

This National Communications System, so-called,

included most of the permanent long-distance, long-haul

communications systems the Federal Government owned. Its

purpose was to pull all these systems into one common

management framework so that precisely the kind of effi-

ciencies and improvemetns and effectiveness I have been

talking about could be brought into being.

Mr. Robison. But it is a system we are talking about
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now, I guer,s, rather than an office or an a
gency, with

bodies on board; is that right?

Mr. Whitehead. It is a loose amalgam of systems run

by the individual departments. It is not a physically

integrated system, it Is not even a system integrated in
." •

terms of its actual management personnel.

Mr. Robison. We appropriate no money therefore di-

rectly for its operation?

Mr. Whitehead. Not to my knowledge.

Mr. Robison. Somebody else seems to be in the field,

the Office of Telecommunications of the Department of

Commerce. Is there one there, too?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir.

Mr. Robison. Is that still in existence?

Mr. Whitehead. That was just recently established.

Mr. Robison. Just recently established? What is

the relationship between t and you?
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Mr. Whitehead. There are two, In this reorganization

that set up my office, the Secretary of Commerce was

directed to provide broad technical support to my office.

In assessing how the Department of Commerce wrs going

to provide that support, the Secretary reviewed all of

the existing activities going on within the Department

in communications and elected to set up an Office of

Telecommunications.

That combined some facilities and some activities

already going on in the Department under the Secretary"s

charter, ad it also provided an organization and a

vehicle within which they could provide the support to

us which they were directed to do. So it is a combination

of policy support staff for the OTP and some telecommuni-

cations research laboratories that were already existinr

within the Departmen't of Commerce.

Mr..Pobison. You would not want to hazard a
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prediction-as to how things
 will work out here as your

office, which is supposed to 
be a permanent aency, goes

along?

Mr. Whitehead. Predictions of what sort?

.Mr.Robison. whethen-there will continue
 to

be an Office of Telecommunications in
 the Department of

Commerce? Is it too early to say if we ne
ed that separate

body?

Mr. Whitehead. That is a question that the Se
cre-

tary is looking at specifically.

Mr. Robison. The Secretary of the Departm
ent of

Commerce?

Mr, Whitehead. That is right.

111

Mr. Robison. What would you most compare
 your opera-

tion with? Rather, what would you compare it
 to within

the Federal Government?

It seems to me it is neither fis
hror fowl in some wa

ys.
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I think there is a need for somesting lik
e this, but it is

• not a regulatory agency, it is not a department, 
it is

not like the FPC or theAEC or a whole lot of other

executive agencies of one kind or another I can think of.

Is yours sort of a new device?

Mr. Whitehead. I think it is. In setting it up,

we looked, of course, for appropriate analogies. We

really found none. The activities we have in terms of

overseeing the communications activity of the government

departments, in that regard we are something akin to what

the Office of Management and Budget might do, although

we get into that in a much more intensive way because

of our spectrum assignment properties.

^

On the other hand, when you are dealing with

national communications policy matters, that is something

typically done in the Executive Branch through a Cabinet-.
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level department. In fact, a number of peop
le suggested

there ought to be a Departmen
t of Communications. We felt

that that was premature, We felt that while the Executive

Branch needed this capability t
o focus on communications,

that it did not make sense to e
stablish a large bureaucracy

just because you wanted to establ
ish an agency.

Sol quite frankly, I think it is a 
somewhat new type

of organization that just seem
ed to be the best for the

problems we saw the countr
y facing,

Robison. Now you mention OMB. Let's think
 about

the Domestic Council for just a s
econd, which is sort of

a policy-making arm of long-range
 value for the Preside

nt.

How do you fit under their umbrell
a if you do at all, or

 is

yours a separate umbrella?

Mr. Whitehead. Ours Is a separate 
umbrella. Tn that

regard, we shouldte' considered l
ike another a gency of the

Executive. ffice or of the Fxecrtive Bran
ch generally.
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Of course the long-range policy-planning res
ponsibility

is one of ours; we also have some very real day-to;-day

management responsibilities.

Mr. Robison. With the Domestic Council people?

Whitehead. No, I am talking about the govern-

ment generally. The Domestic Council was established

to give the President a vehicle for formW.ating his pro-

gram, his legislative program specifically. The purpose'

of that group is to coordinate the preparation of the

Administration's programs, so that if the President's

program were to include some major communications policy

proposal, we would work within the Domestic Council frame-

work in making that a part of the President's over-all

•

program.

The responsibility for that would be entirely our

own and not the Domestic Council's responsibility.

Mr. Robison. Thank you, Chairman. T have no
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more questions.

Mr. Steed, Mr.Stokes?

Mr. Stokes, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Whitehead, does our domestic te
legraphic system

fall within .the category of your com
munications system or

network?

Mr. Whitehead, Yes, sir.

Mr, Stokes. Have you as yet had an opportunity t
o

undertake a study of it and its present 
relevancy to the

VA-al communications picture in the country?

Mr. Whitehead. No, sir, not in any formal way. 
We

have of course talked to a number of peop
le about it.

Mr. Stokes. This will be one of the areas in which

you will undertake some study?

Mr. Whitehead. We do not have any major study planned

•
at this time.

Yr. Steed. Will the rentleran yield?
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Mr, Stokes. Certainly.

Mr, Steed. Right on that subject, you know the

rc3t Office Department IxE,en-carrying on some experimen-

tations, In your study ',would the use of the telegraph

system for that sort of thing also come within your purview?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir, we are following that de-

velopment quite bloselY. We are very interested in q0.

As it gets to be more of an operational system than

an evrprimpnt; then we woulo 1)f! wnrkIn.7 hn171', the

Post Office Department and the telegraph people to find

out what sort of policies that would fall in to. That is

part commercial and part government) and it is not clear

how it would fit existing regulatory policies.

There is an area where I think we would become ac-.

tively involved.

Y.r. Stokes. To what extent will your agency te

concerning itseir witn aioing and assisting local communities
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with respect to their communication
 problems as they re-

late to police department communicat
ion problems, or

generally those of the community?

Mr. Whitehead. We plan to become very involved in

that. It is specifically an art of our charter 
to provide

assistance to state and local governments. 
We think it

Is a very important part.

A number of government agencies, us included, 
get

requests constantly from state official :from 
local

officials, as to what kind of assistance the 
government

can provide them. The government provides a number
 of

e-\

grant-in-aid programs that include money for 
communications

to these people, but again, here is anoth
er case of no

tdmq1K1
one.op.1)-64-to look at how 4e- the 

communications marts

of all these varied programs fit toreth
er, andwe ire-

reallyrroviding the'kind of assistance to Ase people- -

In the communications area specifically
 that they need?
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We have included a study of some t50,000 in this

budget estimate to VIcifically address those questions:

What are the biggest problems of state and local govern-

ment authorities in the communications area and how can

the government marshall its resources to be most effective

in helping them?

Mr. Stokes. So then eventually, out of this should

come some form of policy recommendations, perhaps, to

Congress in this area?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes,

Mr, Stokes. I was Particularly struck by the section

of your formal presentation where you make reference to

protection of private rights in the computer culture.

For reasons I can very easily envision, with the growth

of the communications media in this area, certainly will

come some violations of perhaps First Amendment rights, lhth

Amendment rights. T suppose this is the nerspective from
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which you have undertaken 
some study in this area, is

- that it?

Mr. Whitehead. We start with that p erspective,
 al-

though it is an important pa
rt of our approach that we

also look at the technology
 and economics of these - things.

We think it is important in de
veloping a policy to see

what is possible to do, techn
ologically, what kind of

things are feasible economica
ly, and then say which of

those things, within your gen
eral objective, as you speak

of the First and 14th Amendment
s which of those things

are technically and economicall
y feasible would you 

want

to do to further those objecti
ves the best?

We look at it from both

them together.

snectives and try to 
pull

Mr. Stokes. Yodseem to 
recognize in your presentation

that with the compilation of
 this kind of computer d

ata,

both in governmental sector
 and in the private sec

tor
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of the country that along w
ith it can come certain vio-

lations of these private ghts?

Mr. Whitehead,

I think, as the Chairman was saying in a di
fferent

context, here is an area where you really shou
ld look at

this thing in advance before :these systems get too wide-

spread and sort out how you want them to develop
 in the

Doljnv Interests of Lit,! rtounl:ry,

Yes, sir".

Mtakes, The last area of concern I have is

one which I am sure you must have given a great 
deal of

attention to. It would seem to me that/in some of 
these

areas there is a very serious question 
as to how far the

government can go, legally, and th
at of course there is

. some feeling in the country the governm
ent has gone too

far in areas of this kind.

I can readily envision a great deal or lluiLaLiol,

emanating from certain of these areas. Is that a reasonable
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assumption?

Mr. Whitehead, Would you clarify which areas yo
u

have in mind? 1- am not quite sure I understand.

Mr, Stokes. Particularly, I think you r
ecognize,

with reference to internatio
nal_communications here, that

there is a very serious-problem as to
 who has the rights,

and particularly with reference to 
the question 'of monopo-

lies, et cetera; it would seem tb me t
hat those are the

kinds of areas in which you are pro
bably going to encounter

6.--great deal of litigation.

Mr. Whitehead, T think You are 
certainly right, You

see a lot of litigation.

One of the things we are hopeful of
 is that by

addressing these things from a p
olicy standpoint, and,

where arpropriate.; bringing them to the 
attention of

the Congress, thatou can set out 
some clear definitive

and fair, and objective polici
es that will reduce r

ather
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considerably the amount of litiga
tion.

Litigation tends to arise where there i
s great un-

certainty as to who has what rights and what 
are the

policies,

- Mr. Stokes. Thank you very_ much. You have had a

yery enlightenting kind of testimony here today. It has

certainly been appreciated by me.

Mr, Robison. Mr. Chairman, before you get ready

to close, Tor. Riegle left some questions that he would

like to submit to Yr. Whitehead and have you provide th
e

answers.

Mr. Steed. Yes, provide those answers when 
you

correct the record.

Mr. Whitehead. For the record, yes, s ir.

Yr. Steed. you outlined some rather titanic jots

that you want to take on and responsibilities that you

feel you are faced with. You have given the committee
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answers to Mr. lueoe's questions follow:

. ).. How vill your own role in the telccon-imunication industry differf7 •

from the FCC and will not two offices working in the same area

create a certain amount of ambiguity as to the Administration's

communication policy?

,L17,,,7,4: The question of our relationship with the FCC is frequently raised.

As in any case where two organizations are working within the same

field, I suppose there is some possibility of overlap, but basically,

our functions are quite different. The FCC does not speak for the

Administration, but is technically an arm of Congress. It is primarily

concerned with the regulation of the communicions ind&t-trv pursuant

to the general policies and principles prescribed by the Congress.

Although it inevitably must take policy matters into account in its

regulatory activities., policy implementation rather than policy making

is its oasic iunction.

My Office, on the other hand, is not concerned with the details

of regulating the communications industry. Rather than contributing

new ambiguities concerning the Administration's position in communications

matters, it eliminates the great degree of ambiguity which existed when

there was no primary spokesman for the Administration.

I may add, while we are on this general topic, that the creation of

OTP was strongly endorsed by the FCC. Although I expect we may

disagree on specific matters now and again, we have been working -

and will continue to work -- in a spirit of cooperation and harmony.

,:22. It is my understanding that the number one problem in the telecommunications

industry today is the policy that will govern the growth of CATV. When can

we expect some clarification on this area?

As my prepared statement indicates, I share your estirnPt<,?of the

importance of cable television to the country. It is, unfortunat0y,

one of the most complex areas in addition to being one of the rrlost important.

i •

k
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you arc aware,
 the FCC is expected to 

make a revision of its 
current

cATV regulatio
ns in the near future. I understand that Con

gress

intends to hold hearin
gs on cable this summer 

as well.

We are actively stu
dying the matter, and

 ultimately -- as I indic
ated

— we expect to p
ropose new policies for

 the long-run. I am not sure When

that will be.

How do you see public 
.broadcasting being finance

d? Do you expect them

to continue to co
me to the Hill for their an

nual appropriation or do
 you

expect that a more pe
rmanent arrangement will b

e found?

LALzi: As the President indicat
ed in his budget last January

, we will be

submitting legislation for 
improved financing of the C

orporation for Public

Mroadcasting this year. 
The drafting of the bill is n

ow in its final stages,

and I expect it to be refer
red to the Congress by July

. It will be long-term

Fm ancing.

1;* As you know, there has
 been some talk of sus-P

ending trio equi

Tule prior to the 1972 electi
ons. Will you be involved in the de

cision to

saispend this rule or temp
orarily lifting it as they

 did for the Kennedy-Nixon

debate of, 1960?

Suspension or repeal woul
d require action by the Cong

ress. We would

expect to make our views k
nown on the policy implications o'f a

 repeal if that

becomes a serious issue
. The Administration feels tha

t this provision

should be repealed or ret
ained equally for all Federal e

lective offices

and not selectively repealed for Pr
esidential office only.

Ifc:t: It's be
en suggested that we need a

 Laboratory of Urban Commu
nications to

experiment with citizen communi
cation in the inner city. Would you care

to comment on this concept?

1 think-there is no doubt tha
t there is a need for some

the new technologies availab
le for mass communication within

 metropolitan

areas. Private investment in such n
ew technologies would certainly be

accelerated by some demonstra
tion of their utility and of the

 existing demand



them • Furthermore, we 
find surprisingly 

little useful thinking
 about

people actually do
 communicate or h

ow new ways of comm
unicating

might be benefic
ial in a social or 

political sense.

16'; The gov
ernment has been 

and will probably con
tinue to be heavily

dependent on the 
radio networks fo

f the broadcasting of
 national defense

alerts. Is there any c
hance that the one-t

o-a-market rule could 
impair

this capability 
by forcing owner

s out of business?

ilve,c1: There is
 no doubt that a 

healthy and reliable
 radio broadcast sys

tem

is essential 
to our country 

-- not merely for
 defense purposes, 

but also

as a medium 
on which millio

ns of citizens rely as a
 principal source 

of

news and ent
ertainment. I do-not believe that

 the one-to-a-market
 rule

alone will driv
e radio stations i

nto insolvency. The figures show tha
t radio

remains a profi
table business ent

erprise, whether or no
t it is joined with

the operation 
of a television sta

tion. So, in answer
 to your question, I

Wiji
that I d not believe the one-L

o-a-rnarl:-* rule alone
 would

have the effect
 you suggest. Other considerations

 do, however, raise

questions about 
the net desirabili

ty of the rule.

7. I realize t
hat it's a highly

 controversial subje
ct but wouldn't the 

wiring

of television 
be a partial solu

tion to the frequency sque
eze,? I have

police and fire
men in my distric

t today who can't get a 
license for th

eir

mobile units be
cause of this probl

em.

There is no dou
bt that one of the maj

or benefits that wou
ld be achieve

d

by use of wire 
communications is

 the freeing of. spectrum
 for use by 

other

services -- and
 most notably th

ose services which c
annot practicall

y be

wired, such as 
mobile services. 

Actually, if there we
re some marke

t

device whereby 
portions of radio fr

equency spectrum 
could be auctioned

'

off to those who 
wish to use it, w

e might well find th
at the bid price for

some portions n
ow used by broa

dcast services wou
lu De so high Lhat thczo.

now using them w
ould find it chea

per to go to wire.



1-ou have indicated that you are interested in a thoughtful public dubate

telecommunication policy. How do you propose getting such a debate

underway?,

Since undertaking the duties of my job, I have made a serious effort

• to undertake speaking engagements in forums where_ I hope some provocative

ideas might take root. These 'Ave included, for example, the Alfred I.

DuPont-Columbia University awards in broadcast journalism and the

Howard University workshop on CATV for minority municipal officials.

I have encouraged my staff to be just as eager to take ideas and problems

outside the Office and into the public arena.

I have also tried to convey to the private sector the idea that our doors

are always open for whatever ideas .they might wish to contribute. Because

we have no direct power over the grant or denial of their licenses, I am

hopeful that much useful thought which will, as a practical matter, not be

discussed frankly with the FCC will be available to me and my staff, and

Utiough LL (-an 'ue- spread more widely and broughi. more direedy ini.0

the policy process.

Finally, as the Office begins to make policy statements on more issues

and to suggest legislation, public attention will be directed to the more

understandable policy issues rather than to the technical and regulatory

details.
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an outline of how you plan to appr
oach these and will

try to cope with them,

Assuming that at some point down th
e road you are on

top of all these matters, you have fini
shed all these

studies, you have made your recommendations and policies

have been formulated therefrom, would you 
visualize your

agency as one that would run its course or are 
you going

to have an ongoing need for such service as this 
tr) the

President and the policy-makers?

Mr, Whitehead. We think for the foreseeable 
future

there is going to be a continuing need. In an area as

sensitive as this is there are always going to
 be policy

problems. The rate of innovation and gro
wth, as I said,

Just seems to continue out in the futur
e as far as we can see.

So I think we are likely to be a 
permanent part of thc,

zccne for a
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Mr, Steed. You have made a very impressive reco
rd

on the great growth in this te
chnology and practical appli-

cation of it, both at the government
 level and in the priv-

ate sector. Obviously this adds up to an enormous econom
ic

interest and impact.

As you develop policies affecting these thing
s,

obviously some of them may have far-reaching 
consequences

in an economic sense. Are you going to be able to give,

one, the people who produce electronic equipment; two, 
those

whocperate communications facilities for profit and

commercial benefit -- in other words, all those 
concerned

with and affected by it financially and otherwise, 
an

opportunity to have a hearing with you before you 
promul-

gate policies that might affect their business?

r. Whitel-)ead. Yes, sir, absolutely.

T/Tr. Steed. Will you do this both from the trade

associationlapproach as well as the individual owner
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approach?

Mr, Whitehead. Yes, sir.

- I think I mentioned that 
the concept of this offi

ce

Is really based on the leverage
 we have in tapping te

expertise and the talents and th
e resources of many othe

r

agencies and industry..

We feel very strongly that t
o develop policies in

this area we need the assistan
ce and the advice of a lot

of people beyond ourselves. That is one way we, I think,

are able to address this range of
 problems with such a

small staff. It is another reason that we ma
ke it a point

to get out and talk with people in 
the industry.

I made it a point to talk with 
people in, for in-

stance, small rural telephone 
comnaniesev.e-v464-ted--

e At-l<
in rew vork, 44.44 network

neonle, trade aF7r)ln,tinns, st
ate and local officials.

. have visited with them. 
We just have to stay in
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contact with these people and know their think
ing if

we are going to be effective.

Mr. Steed.. Since the American people haye seen fit

to encourage and support this very rapidly-growing genera 1

electronic industry in communications, and since it lends

Itself to the advertising of merchandise, services, and

It also entertains, it informs, serves many purposes that

people are interested in, f_t raises the question of who

can own and operate various facets of it for profit, how

much' any one given area can one owner control?

Will you get into whether I could own two television

stations on two different channels in the same community?

qOr could I also ow a television station if I own a radio

station? If I own both of those, could I also own a

newspaper?

Are these rroblems you are mincr. to deal with and do

you expect along the line to develop reco7Imendations
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regarding policies as to what 
should be done with it?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir. We are very much con-

cerned. We talked with the Antitrust Di
vision of Justice

about it, we have talked with the 
FCC about that. We are

very concerned.

Mr, Steed. You get into this problem in all in-

dustries, something that affects all the 
independent

television station owners In the country, 
for instance.

Once you get into it, you will find, I think
, that the

same condition exists there, that the big
 guys will think

about it one way and the little guys will
 think about it

In another way.

If you adopt policies tha)fput the bi
g guys into upper

control, it may create problems that 
the little3uy cannot

stand. So you in effect nut him cut of
 business.

Are you rolrr, to be able to mainta
in a broad enough

spectrum of contact to underst
and these things so that
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we will not create any new probl
ems with solving other

problems, that sort of thing?

Mr, Whitehead. We are going to maintain the -broad

enough contact to be aware of those problem
s. I hope

we will be successful in avoiding them, but t
hat requires

a lot of wisdom and judgment.

Mr. Steed. I think you have a bear by the tail,

myself; before you get all your problems solved. 
It is

not going to be made any easier by the fact 
that it still

grows and expands itself all the time, is it?

Mr. Whitehead. That is right.

Mr, Steed. T. do not think that anybody yet has any

notion of the impact that this has made on 
the young mind.

Do you agree that probably all thattanswer will not

be available until a whole rel-=.ation has grown up w!--,ich

• ...L....1
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Mr. Whitehead. T. think that is right and the answe
r

may hot be available even then 
because it is hard to see

what kind of communications advance
s are just around the

corner that may bring a new type of
 influence to bear

on these young people. So it is going to be a problem

that I think is going to be with us f
or a long time, one

that is going to require a lot of though
t to try to sort

Mr. Steed. This may note of any concern 
to your

wor-k but you note a liberalizing of t
elevision. They show

a scene, use a phrase, or we will ha
ve a thing on television

now that would have been regarded as 
very risque just a few

years ago. This could become Quite dista
steful in some

homes and might be considered noth
ing at all in others.

How would yoJver cone with a 
thing of that so-t?

We have had the problem on pornog
ranhic literature with the

court is .rulings that there is alrost no restrict
ion on it
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whatsoever. Every once in a while there will be a judge

who will have sense enough to admit that children should

. not be exposed to it,. but he does not say how you are

going to let the adults have it and not have the children

be exposed to it.

It goes beyond the photograph or the printed word,

It can enter into both radio and television and apparently

has to some degree.

Would your kind of policy-making involve this phase

of it?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes. We would be involved in it inso-

far as the government chose to try to do something about the

obscenity and pornography on television. Of course, as

•

you have just indicated, it is one of the most sensitive

areas that we have in our society and it is vef'y sensit4 ve

hPr;-3.11r7,o nr317 rrnrn t1-14h
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television screen. You may be able to keep them away

from printed matter, but how do you keep them away from

tpe television screen?

Mr, Steed. I have always thought that perhaps the

best control if it was the fact that when you grant

licenses, they have a term to them, and you have a ouasi-

judicial, quasi-independent Federal Communications Com-

mission that passes on the renewals, and when the chPY-EPr

is issued,the license is issued, it provides that they

operate with fairness and good taste. Then you just

leave it up to the operator- to hope that he is within

their concept of fairness and good taste, and maybe his

fear of losing his license,, if he got too far out, would

be the best deterrent of all.

I-do not know how 7ou can maintain these r'ights we

1h4-1„
24.1

I.
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get too much into the conte:
nt-rer,ulation field. I do

not know of any letter way to keep it u
nder some kind of

discretionary control than the fact that 
licenses should

all have a life term to them where the re
newal deterrent

.is always present.

Would you agree with that?

Mr. Whitehead. I think that is certainly one way.

I think it has been proven an effective way. 
There may

be other ways- that we might look at it.

- For instance, the Congress might wish to cons
ider

some kind of legislation addressing specifically o
bscenity

on television.

Mr. Steed. Just to sum up, with all the very wide

field you have covered, what do you consider, at
 the

moment, the most urrent areas where you need to r_,:et some

results?

Mr. obison. His budget.
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Mr, Stokes. In toto.

Mr. Whitehead. Aside from that --

Mr.Steed. What,if any, are the critical proble
ms

we are immediately confronted with th
at you think should

be dealt with?

Mr. Whitehead. There are so many that yvI would be

hard-pressed to name one, If I were to name one that I

thought was probably the most importa
nt in termq nf

potential impact on the country, I would 
say it is prob-

ably 4e- 
cabletelevision) ft-in because it/ultimatelY

qef5;i1
ga..&

A 
to the questiolof how we distribute 

information, Jjts
A 

_public debate in this countr7v /hat i
s, I think, just

terribly significant ultimately.

There are others I think are more 
time-sensitive

than that one, but I think I wou
ld have to put that one
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Mr, Steed. Would this international problem you

touched on impress you as being anot
her critical type

in the field in which action would 
be desirable just as

soon as possible?

Mr, Whitehead. Yes, sir, I think it would be We

have opes that we can provide some recomme
ndations on

that front later this year.

Mr. Stokes. Will the Chairman viplo tn MP vor A

question?

What about the category in which you spoke o
f the

national defense situation with reference
 to communications,

Defense Department and the other depar
tment you mentioned?

Where would you place those in the order o
f priorities?

Mr. WIAtehead. Those are very important, of course.

I think I would nut those in the cateFory of thinFT, that

you nave to keep constantly in mina, raLiiel.
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(c
sPec,:"6- tvArcti 1166615

that presents issue wl--Ic-r-e--y-o-u---ha-ve---to—(t-eine---t-,o--some-

resolution e-f---a—.44443-4--6-because it i
s very important

right_ at this point in time.

The oversight of expenditures in this a
rea, for in-

stance, offers the potential to free up I thi
nk rather

significant amounts of money for other kinds 
of expendi-

tures. That is of course a very important thing.

Mr. .sr:.,m,ri Vr-!1: '.v.^ AiPrnrsarlfioFirlfrir 
fhnf weA, -hen

as against what you would call a landmark 
movement or an

ongoing problem that mostly is administrativ
e?

Mr. Whitehead. Yes, sir.

Mr. Steed. Any further cuestions?

Mr. Robison. No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Stokes. Nothing further, Mr. Chairman,

Mr, Steed. Well, ;7ent1emen, it is a very long day,

not a very comfortable room, but you have teen 
very pdLictn'-.
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You gave a good presentati
on. The committee appreciates

ty011.11 presentation and your coop
eration. Thank you for

helping us.

As you can tell by the questions,
 we are being intro-

duced to an entirely new subject her
e, Your 'patience in

helping us try to get a general grasp 
of your work and your

problems and your needs has been very
 helpful.

Mr, Whitehead. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairma
n.

If there is anything else, we can
 do to provide as-

ststance, we would be pleased to
 do so.

5:06


